Via-Guard®
DISPOSABLE YANKAUER POOLE SUCTION
Instrument Grade Plastic Stainless Steel

SurgiMark offers a solution for basic surgical suction that replaces metal reusables and plastic disposables with a single instrument grade disposable device.

- **One Universal Solution** for VA and DOD Medical Centers at home or in the field—land or sea.
- **Unparalleled Clog-Free Performance** surpasses metal reusable and plastic disposable suction instruments.
- **Disposable Surgery-Ready** eliminates reprocessing and reduces risk of SSIs caused by uncleanable suction instruments.

**Differentiators**

- Patented Clog-Free Performance
- Two-In-One Consolidates inventory
- Distribution Prime Vendors, Distributors, and Direct GSA

**Medical Centers Ordering Via-Guard (Partial Listing)**

**VAMC**
- VA Asheville, NC
- VA Augusta, GA
- VA Bay Pines, FL
- VA Brooklyn, NY
- VA Clarksburg, WV
- VA Cleveland, OH
- VA Columbia, SC
- VA Denver, CO
- VA Des Moines, IA
- VA Erie, PA
- VA Fort Meade, SD
- VA Fresno, CA
- VA Loma Linda, CA
- VA Los Angeles, CA
- VA Mather, CA
- VA Milwaukee, WI
- VA Minneapolis, MN
- VA New Orleans, LA
- VA New York, NY
- VA N Las Vegas, NV
- VA Northport, NY
- VA Philadelphia, PA
- VA Reno, NV
- VA San Antonio, TX
- VA Seattle, WA
- VA Temple, TX
- VA Tucson, AZ

**Military MC**
- Brooke Army MC
- Naval MC San Diego
- Travis AFB MC

**POC:** Michelle Rhoads
National Sales Manager
EM: mrhoads@surgimark.com
PH: 800.228.1186
FX: 509.965.4852

**SurgiMark, Inc.**
Yakima, WA 98902
EM: custserv@surgimark.com
WS: www.surgimark.com
**Standard YANKAUER POOLE SUCTION SET**

**REF** SMK 100
- Yankauer Suction Handle
- PLASTIC
- Via-Guard® Poole Converter Sleeve

**Vascular ANDREWS-PYNCHON POOLE SUCTION SET**

**REF** SMK 200
- Andrews-Pynchon Suction Handle
- STAINLESS STEEL
- Via-Guard® Poole Converter Sleeve

**Classic YANKAUER POOLE SUCTION SET**

**REF** SMK 300
- Yankauer Suction Handle
- STAINLESS STEEL
- Via-Guard® Poole Converter Sleeve

1. Insert suction handle into Via-Guard® Poole converter sleeve.
2. Align arrows and push handle into sleeve until flush.
3. Alternate Tip or Poole suction as required. Adjust hand position over AdjustaFlo™ handle to regulate pool suction intensity.
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